
Inserting Technology PEB
  with automatic feed
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Technology that connects



Inserting Units
  Good connections
  right from the start

Series assembly with automatic 
feeding of the connection elements:
WEBER inserting units with  force 
and distance monitoring and control
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The illustration shows a typical, controlled 
insertion process:
 
_   The spindle advances from home position at high 

speed.
_   As soon as the initiator has been passed, the speed 

of advance decreases and distance monitoring 
begins.

_   The connection element is inserted, until the shut-
off depth is reached, the insertion force being 
monitored. Alternatively, insertion can be continued 
up to a certain cut-off force, with the insertion 
depth being monitored.

_   The spindle then retracts to home position.
A suitable WEBEr inserting unit
for every application 

The common feature of all WEBER 
inserting units is the swivelling-arm 
inserting set. This WEBER principle 
allows constant, precise guiding of the 
connection element to be processed, 
from the feed unit to the nose piece. 
To achieve short cycle times, the feed-
ing of the connection element is car-
ried out during the insertion process.



A separate solution for every task
  From hand-held insertion tool to fully 
  automatic inserting spindle

Insertion is a much-used process 
in series assembly. In many cas-
es, quality certification of the cor-
rect assembly of the parts must be 
provided.  This is particularly true 
of high-quality parts whose failure 
could cause major damage. Insertion 
can be carried out manually or at a 
station. Automatic feeding is stand-
ard for WEBER inserting units.

Hand-held insertion tool HPP
Pneumatic insertion for low insertion-
forces (manual force)
The hand-held insertion tool is used 
to press the connection element 
slowly into its hole without screwing.

Hand-held insertion tool HSS
Pneumatic insertion for low insertion-
forces up to approx. 300 N
The hand-held insertion tool HSS is 
used to press the connection ele-
ments into a hole or onto a compo-
nent by means of an impulse.Slight 
pressure on the HSS is all that is 
needed to trigger the insertion 
process.

Stationary insertion spindle PEB
Pneumatic insertion for forces up 
toapprox. 800 N
The ECO is a simple, stationary 
machine in slide form.  It is an 
economical alternativeto the top-
end insertion spindles for simple 
insertion tasks. Quality assessment 
of the insertion process is possible 
viadepth monitoring. Head stroke 
and insertion stroke modules can be 
moved independently.

Stationary insertion spindle PEB
Pneumatic insertion
The spindle series PEB can be used 
forall simple insertion tasks.
The advance force is generated 
pneumatically. The spindle can
be used both in individual
stations and in completeassembly 
systems. Different sizes are available 
for different applications. These are 
chosen to suit the size of the con-
nection element and the necessary 
insertion forces. Quality assessment 
of the insertion process is possible 
viadepth monitoring.

 



Modular Structure
  for all models

The nose piece
Almost every application is different.
Different nose pieces are used, 
depending on the geometry of the 
part and the accessibility of the 
insertion position. This contributes 
significantlyto the fault-free run-
ning of the machine. Here, WEBER 
have the advantage of more than 45 
years of experience and a multitude 
of existing solutions.

Feed
All WEBER insertion units can be fit-
ted withautomatic feeders. This short-
ens the cycle time. The parts to be 
inserted do not have to be pre-insert-
ed. They can be fed and inserted in the 
same station. The connection elements 
are fed to the insertion unit quickly and 
reliablyby means of the vibrating spiral 
conveyor, the exit track, the escape-
ment mechanismand a flexible, profiled 
feed tube.
The geometry of the fed parts is 
accommodated by using different com-
ponents.
Different sizes are available for differ-
ent volumes and available space as 
needed. 

Modular structure
The structure and control capa-
bilities of the insertion units are 
comparable to the proven WEBER 
screwtechnology modules.
All accessories and add-on compo-
nents are also available for inser-
tion.



Our Connections 
 are almost everywhere

…technology that connects

 Screw I Housing
 Washer I Dashboard
 Shelf support I Chipboard panel
 Rivet I Wooden handle
 Grooved nail I Manometer display
 Pin I Telephone
 Pin I Mirror stand
 Setscrew I Video recorder
 Plastic rivet I Cable conduit
 Rivet I Seat rail
 Filter I Valve
 Pin I High-pressure pump
 Pin I Spectacles
 Rivet bolt I Hand-brake lever
 Plastic cap I Earthing screw
 Magnet core I Coil
 Bolt I Bobby Car
 Screw I Oil drip tray
 Jet I Cylinder
 Roll pin I Cartridge
 Pin I Insulated plug
 Ball I Motor block
 Pin I Gearwheel
 Screw I Car handle
 Pin I Shock absorber
   Ventilator
   Printing plate
 Bush with fuse I Immersion heater
 Nail I Circuit board
   Terminal box
 Steel ball I Valve
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Technology that connects

Germany
Weber Schraubautomaten GmbH
Hans-Urmiller-Ring 56
82515 Wolfratshausen
Tel.: +49 (8171) 406-0
Fax: +49 (8171) 406-111
info@weber-online.com

USA
Weber Screwdriving Systems Inc.
1401 Front Street
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Phone: +1 (914) 9 62-57 75
Fax: +1 (914) 9 62-53 21
marketing@weberusa.com

France
Weber Assemblages
Automatiques S.A.r.l.
299 Route de la Chapelle du Puy
74410 Saint Jorioz
Tel.: +33 (450) 68 59 90
Fax: +33 (450) 68 93 65
weber@weberaa.com

Switzerland
Weber Schraubautomaten
(Schweiz) GmbH
Richtersmattweg 6a
3054 Schüpfen/BE
Tel.: +41 (31) 8 79 16 16
Fax: +41 (31) 8 79 16 46
weber.ch@bluewin.ch

Austria
Weber Schraubautomaten
(Austria) GmbH
Stelzhamer Straße 14
4470 Enns/OÖ
Tel.: +43 (72 23) 8 27 80
Fax: +43 (72 23) 8 27 81
rholzweber@weber-online.com

Czech republic
Weber Automation s.r.o.
Šmidkova 5
61600 Brno
Tel.: +420 (5) 49 24 09 65
Fax: +420 (5) 49 24 09 64
pnovak@weber-online.com

England
Weber Automatic
Assembly Systems ltd.
Unit 3 Landscape Close
Weston Business Park
Weston on the Green
Tel.: +44 (18 69) 34 36 88
Fax: +44 (18 69) 34 36 99
jmayo@weber-online.com

Denmark
Weber Automation Nordic Aps
Rønne Alle 6
2791 Dragør
Tel.: +45 (32) 94 09 30
Fax: +45 (32) 94 09 31
jbech@weber-online.com

www.weber-online.com
www.weberusa.com
www.weberautomatic.com
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